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A.I. practice for teachers for the first time in the country

 For the first time in the country, 80,000 school teachers in Kerala are to be trained in artificial intelligence
technology called A.I.

 With a view to the upgradation of 80,000 teachers from Class VIII to Plus 2, the Kerala Infrastructure and
Technology for Education Organization called “KITE”' is going to impart AI technical training for three days
from May 2.

 In this AI technology training, you can simplify complex documents in PDFs, images, videos, retain important
information and create new content using AI technology.

 Teachers will be taught about creating subject-specific visuals; Editing into Cartoons or transforming into Pictures.
Teachers will learn techniques including integrating text with images.

Learning ability:

 Teachers will also be briefed on how AI technology can be used to create graphs and charts, and create
visualizations. Also, they will be made aware of 'Deep Fake'.

 This AI, technology training will not only help the teachers but also enhance the learning ability of the students.

Gukesh creates record by winning the title in the Candidates series

 The Candidates Chess Series, which selects a player to play the world champion, was held in Toronto, Canada.

 In this 14-round series, Indian Grandmaster Gukesh clashed with American Hikaru Nakamura in his last round.

 Playing with black pieces, Gukesh ended the game in a draw on the 71st piece move.

2nd place for Vaishali

 China's Zonghi Ton won the women's Candidates title with 9 points. Indian Grand Masters Koneru Humpy, R.

Vaishali and Dingjay Lei of China shared the 2nd position with 7.5 points each.

Indians 2nd in getting US citizenship

 According to the US Census report, 65,960 Indians have received formal admission and become US citizens.

 Accordingly, Indians are in 2nd place after Mexico.

 As of 2022, 4.6 crore people from foreign countries are living in the United States.

 This is 14 percent of the total US population of 33.33 crore.

 53 percent of the total foreigners i.e. 2.45 crore people have got US citizenship.

 Mexicans (1,28,878) have the highest number of US citizens. Next are Indians (65,960 people).
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